A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
the La Rochelie expedition had failed, and once more, since
the throw had gone against the players and the expense had
been high, with no corresponding gains, it was necessary to call
yet a third Parliament to grant aid. It was summoned to meet
on March 17, 1628.
The Petition of Right. But meanwhile an omen had
appeared: the lawyers had shown that their increasing sympathy
with their own class, the gentry, might make them the allies of the
latter against the King. When, in order to carry on while waiting
the special grants from the new Parliament, the Crown had
raised certain of the customs, the judges on an appeal had given
their decision against the Government. When the third Parlia-
ment met it took up with more violence than ever its prosecution
of Buckingham, and at the same time the leaders and organizers
of the squires in the House of Commons increased in fervour
against the King. They drew up that capital document of the
whole revolutionary movement known as the Petition of Right.
Its two main points were designed to cripple the power of
Government. The first was that the King might no longer
hold a man prisoner while he was investigating a case, or
secure him if he were preparing rebellion; he could not
imprison him without referring the case to the lawyers. The
second point was a statement that properly in goods and
land was absolute and free from taxation by the Govern-
ment. The owners could, if they chose, grant the King
help, of course; but he could not take it. This destroyed the
power of taxation, without which no Government can carry on.
The revolutionaries did not do this with the object of destroying
such power of government for ever; if the Petition of Right
had done that it would have destroyed the state; it was only
advanced with the immediate object of forcing a transfer of
power from the King to the wealthier classes which formed the
House of Commons.
There was wide popular support for the second point
Something like half England was then composed of small
yeomen in the villages and small freeholders in towns, owners
of shops, and craftsmen, all of whom had to pay taxes imposed
by the King: anything which savoured of relief had great
popular backing at this moment. But the whole regular revenue
of the King, including customs, still came in to the Crown, for
on that there could be no question; the regular revenue was a

